City: Redwood California
Founded: 1867

DATE: 11/25/19

DETAIL "A"

Paved Surface
150' Max. Length

Sewer Lateral

Detail "A"

C.I. Frame And Cover (PHOENIX P–2004, ALHAMBRA Foundry A–1240, Or Equal). The word "SEWER" shall be embossed on cover.

"T" Cone Stopper

3/8" Premoulded Bituminous Fiber Expansion Paper

Pipe Riser, Same Size As Main Sewer

12" Length Of Straight Pipe

Minimum 4" Above Upper Most Point Of "T"

Class 'A' Concrete per Caltrans Standard

3' Length

1/8 Bend

Class 'A' Concrete—per Caltrans Standard

Sewer Main

Sewer Wye

Joint to Joint

Varies 6"

Varies

Plug
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SANITARY SEWER LAMPHOLE
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